
How to Walk 
With Others 
Through Grief 

  
Letting them know 
they are not alone. 

Helping People Find 
HOPE in Life’s Painful 

Circumstances. 

SUPPORTING 
PARENTS WHO 
LOST A CHILD 

Parents who lost a child fear 
their child will be forgotten. 
As a parent, their love for 
their child drives them to let 
the world know their child 
existed and made an impact. 
This is a heavy burden that 
can become all consuming. 
 

 Celebrate their child’s 
life . Instead of avoiding 
or cringing when they 
share images of their 
child, engage in the 
conversation. Share 
your own memories. If 
you didn’t know their 
child, ask them to tell 
you stories and share 
pictures so you can get 
to know their child.  

 

 Be okay with their tears. 
It is never comfortable 
to sit with someone 
crying, but it is very 
loving. Allowing them to 
cry gives you a front row 
seat to so their tears 
give way to joy and 
laughter.  

 

 Invite  them to talk about 
their child—and listen! 
They learn to be silent 
because it makes others 
uncomfortable. Give 
them a safe place to talk 
about their child. It’s the 
best gift you can give 
them.  
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COMPLICATED GRIEF 

Complicated grief is loss that involves death by 
suicide, assault, violence, or the loss of a child. 
By their nature these are illogical or senseless 
deaths. They bring with them an entirely 
different level of sorrow, and are very 
complicated in nature. 
 

 Be a friend over an investigator. Don’t ask 
questions! All you NEED to know is that 
your friend has suffered an unimaginable 
loss. Asking adds to their pain by making 
them re-live the details. Their well-being is 
more important than your curiosity. 

 

 Don’t pass judgment. In complicated 
deaths, it is common for survivors to feel    
guilty of blame themselves. In most cases 
the blame is unmerited. In all cases the 
blame is destructive. Don’t add to their 
grief by placing any ownership of the loss 
on their shoulders. It wounds it adds 
sorrow and wounds relationships. 
 

 Be trustworthy. Complicated grief typically 
has a complicated story. If your friend puts 
trust in you to share the details of their 
loss, do not share them with anyone. It’s 
your friend’s story to tell or not tell. Be 
honored they trusted you with the source 
of their greatest pain. Honor that trust and 
remain trustworthy. 
 

 Show much grace . They will have okay 
days and they will have the most terrible 
days anyone can imagine. On our best days 
we don’t respond well to “You should…”, it 
is even more difficult to respond well on 
our worst days.  Allow them to experience 
their grief.  Offer support and love, but 
don’t “should” on them. 
 

 Be present. Accept they will not get OVER 
this loss, but they can get through it. 
Watch for signs of severe depression and 
don’t be afraid to ask the tough questions, 
“Do you want to die?” “Are you suicidal?” 
“Do you have a plan?” Don’t dismiss the 
warning signs and help them get help, 
even if they don’t want it. Sometimes 
loving someone means making a tough 
call. Love them enough to make it. 

 

HOW CAN YOU HELP? 

Change your way of thinking!  
 

 Grief is  painful and uncomfortable. 
 

 Your job  is to LOVE, not  FIX .  
 

 Embrace that there is no OVER the loss, but 
you can help them get THROUGH it and can 
have hope. 

 

 You play a vital role in whether their grief is 
compounded or comforted. If they lose your 
relationship after the death of their loved 
one, they essentially have two losses to 
grieve. 

 

 It is okay for them to cry! You can cry too. It 
is healing and helps them walk their path 
better. 

 
Practical suggestions and starting points. 
 
 Send texts  or care packages so they  know 

you are thinking about them and they are 
not alone.  End with “No response needed”— 
they need to know there is no obligated to 
respond. Obligation= Burden 

 
 Show up with  treats—and a box of tissues. 

Allow them to talk about  anything they 
want. Don’t be put off if they express anger 
toward God, the person who died, or anyone 
else. It is part of the process. DO NOT OFFER 
ANY ADVICE! YOU CANNOT FIX IT. 

 
 Listen for special needs: yard mowed, meals, 

break from kids, tires rotated. Enlist others 
to help meet these needs. You can’t heal the 
emotional aspect of grief,  but  you can help 
with physical needs. It  eases their burden 
and makes you feel better knowing you 
helped . 

 
 Honor special dates and allow extra grace:. 

Send prayers, cards, texts or gifts letting 
them know you remember .These times will 
be painful.  Extend grace and mercy if they 
withdraw, seem to go deeper into their grief, 
or perhaps behave in “inconsiderate” ways.   

 
 

Rules About Grief            
There are no rules! 

Grief is something that will touch each of our 
lives—no one is immune. Learning how to walk 
well with others as they go through their 
seasons of grief will help them learn how to 
walk with you during yours. 

 

Each person will experience grief and respond 
to it differently. There are no “cookie cutter” 
patterns so there is no “cookie cutter” way to 
help support the person who is grieving. This 
publication is to offer a guide, but this in no 
way encompasses the only ways to support a 
person who is grieving.  
 

While some friends will welcome your 
presence and support, others will prefer to be 
alone. Just because they prefer solitude in their 
sorrow does not mean you can’t reach out. 
Texts and cards will help you stay connected to 
them until they are ready for more “hands on” 
support.  
 

Men and women have different needs and 
respond  to grief differently. This, as well as the 
type of loss and how recent, will play a role in 
how receptive a person is. The key is to be 
present and available.  Don’t take it personal if 
they need time to find balance. Let them know 
(and keep reminding them) that you will be 
there when they are ready. Then, on the day 
they do reach out, make every effort to be 
available.  


